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ZYNGA INC, 699 8TH STREET SAN FRANCISCO, 

CALIFORNIA 94103  

Dear Frank Gibeau, 

I am contacting regarding an internship for the upcoming spring of 2017 

within your company. As a student, I am currently studying Game Art 

Animation at SAE Institute Liverpool however would like to gain both 

knowledge and experience from working within the industry. I believe 

that I would be a great rendition to your company by bringing in the use 

of both digital and traditional media, skills I have gained throughout 

studying a range of art courses including a foundation degree. Within the 

advertisement for the role as a 2dconcept artist your company asks for 

someone who is a team player and willing to adapt. Both skills are strong 

aspects for me and have been developed on within my time in both 

voluntary and paid positions. One of the strongest examples of this being 

Home Fundraising; within this company I worked as a door to door 

fundraiser promoting a series of charities including Cancer Research UK 

and ActionAid. 

During my time of working here I had to deal with a series of issues 

within the teams as well as the donators. Quite an impacting factor to me 

gaining the needed skills for your company was working during the 

Christmas period where cancer is a sensitive issue therefore I had to 

learn to adapt to the donors’ feelings at the door and know when and 

when not to approach them over the charity Cancer Research UK. With 

team work it was not only the team leader’s role to gain as many sign ups 

in the shift but also the team members this is where my teamwork skill 

was gained; through a series of meetings with the team to improve our 

pitch as well as how we presented ourselves. 

Aside from formal education I have always been willing to learn, 

consistently practicing to improve my artistic skills. This is more evident 

throughout my portfolio which can be seen in both hard copy if requested 

or online via my WordPress blog. Updates on any current projects can 

also be viewed here however if you are interested in speed drawings and 

time-lapse videos of my digital work being created this is available on my 

YouTube channel I hope that you consider me for this position as I know 

I will be a great asset to Zynga’s art and animation department. Sincerely, 

Abbey Carter. 
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